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Abstract 
The adaptation and configuration of the feminine features in the production of 

sculpture has been a primordial art form in art practice over time. The Ganagana’s 

African Mother which has featured prominently in his drawings, paintings and 

sculptures is no exception. This remains one of his most cherished art 

contemplations. Little wonder his inaugural lecture was dedicated to the “African 

Mother, my mother, from whose breast milk (water of life), I sucked in the desire 

to achieve greatness in all my endeavours.” (Ganagana, 2014). This study takes a 

critical analytical look at this art piece by Ganagana with a view to highlighting 

the formalistic and iconographic elements in the art work. The Drewal’s eclectic 

paradigm which allows for the application of different analytical art historical 

methods was employed for critical judgment. The study shows that Ganagana has 

adopted the African traditional style which emphasis perceived important part or 

from and the proportional concept of contemporary art style in addressing his 

emotions towards the African mother and child.  
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Introduction  

The adaptation and configuration of feminine figures in the articulation of sculpture pieces 

has been a primordial art form in art practice over time. In most cases, they exaggerate the 

breast and hips, suggesting a cultural pre-occupation with fertility, on which the survival 

of the species depended” (Adams, 2001, p23). They also emphasize the head which 

represents authority and leadership. One of the earliest of such figures is the ‘Venus of 

Willendorf’ (Fig. 1). 
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Fig.1: Venus of Willendorf, c. 23,000 BCE, Limestone, height 4⅜” (12cm), Naturhistorisches Museum, Vienna. 

Courtesy: Mark Getlein, Living with Art. 6th Ed. 

 

This is a famous 11.5cm high Paleolithic sculpture dated from 25,000 BC to 21,000 BC. The 

work although small in size could be referred to as a monumental sculpture with 

exaggerated forms that made it to “having the quality of appearing very big (Adams, 2001, 

p.22). The head, breasts, thighs and torso are emphasized to create an illusion of fertility. 

 

The Neolithic figure of Anatolia titled ‘Anatolian Goddess giving birth’, (c. 6500-5700 BC) 

is another of such. Although in high relief, is a reminiscence of the ‘Venus of Willendorf’ 

in its size and exaggerated forms. The Egyptians later introduced female figures with more 

realistic organic forms with pigment coated surface finishing to create an illusion of reality. 

The Bust of Nefertiti (1349-1336 BC) (Fig. 2) also attest to this new reality during the 

Amarna Period.  
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Fig.2: Bust of Nefertiti, 1349-1336 BC. Painted Limestone, 19” (45cm) high, Agyptisches Museum, Staatliche 

Museum, Berlin. Courtesy: Adams L S, A History of Western Art, 3rd Ed. 

 

Queen Nefertity was the wife of Pharaoh Amenhotep IV, the Eighteenth Dynasty, king of 

Egypt, who changed his name to Akhenaten meaning servant of the Egyptian gods Aten, 

which is represented in their art work as sun disk. The Egyptians also later introduced 

child or children in the feminine composition. There by changed the narrative from just a 

mother or female to mother and child. The relief plague titled ‘Akhenaten and Nefertite 

and their daughters’ (c1329-1336 BC) (Fig. 3) is an example.  

 

Fig.3: Akhenaten and Nefertiti and their daughters, 1349-1336. Limestone relief 13×15 in (33×38 cm). Staatliche 

Museen, Berlin. Courtesy: Adams L. S., A History of Western Art, 3rd Ed. 
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The relief art work has four figures represented in it rendered in the famous Egyptian style. 

The female figure which represents Nefertiti, is seated in both frontal and side view with 

a child seated on her laps and a much smaller child resting on her breast to her shoulder. 

The child on her laps seems to be pointing and communicating with her sister and her 

father on the opposite side of the frame. This figure (Akhenaten) appears to be a mirror 

repeat pattern of the figure on the right hand side of the relief. At the centre of the panel, 

is Aten gods, represented with the sun disk with the sun rays radiating from it towards 

the figures in straight arrow like lines. While most of the surface plane is covered with 

hieroglyphic writings or signs. 

 

From that period, the figures of mother and child started appearing in ancient drawings, 

painting and sculpture. “Thereby introducing motherhood into the artistic narrative. 

Motherhood could be said to be the actual art of nurturing, caretaking and upbringing of 

a child which is the natural onerous task women are endowed with. This motherhood task, 

according to Fearnley (2019, np), is the radical redesign of everything we (women) know; 

our values, our skills, our perspective, our ego, our empathy. It’s the ultimate roller coaster 

of joy and sorrow, comfort and fear, love and hate, fast and slow, past and future”. 

 

During the renaissance era, from the 13th century to the 16th century, the mother and child 

featured prominently in their art work. In celebrating the uniqueness of the mother and 

her tender care for her child, many great masters have engaged this subject. They include 

Leonardo Da Vinci, Michelangelo Bounarothi, Raphael of Urbine, Picasso and many more 

greats. The Madonna of the Meadow (1505) (Fig. 4) by Raphael [Raphaello Sanzio] (1483-

1520) is a ready example. The painting depicted the Christ Jesus, Mary His mother and 

John the Baptist. The figures are in triangulations with Jesus standing in the secured 

embrace of his mother while John the Baptist playfully hands him the symbol of his 

commission. (Adams, 2001, p.290). 
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Fig.4: Artist: Raphael (1483-1520), Madonna of the Meadow, 1505, oil on panal, 3ft 8½ × 2ft 10¼ in 

(Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna, Courtesy: Adams L. S., A History of western Art, 3rd Ed. 

 

In contemporary times, several artists have articulated the mother and child concept in 

different genre. Wenikado S Ganagana is one of them who has lent his visual vocals in this 

continuous voyage of celebrating motherhood. He has engaged this subject at different 

times with different materials in various sizes, and has also encouraged his students to 

render this subject in both assignments and final year projects (Figs. 5 and 6). However, 

the crux of this paper is an analysis of the latest in his series of mother and child 

configurations – Ebiere, The African mother and child (2017). This paper takes an analytical 

look at this sculpture piece. 
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Fig.7: Artist: Ganagana W.S., Ebiere. The African Mother and Child, 2017 Fibre Glass, 12ft (360cm), Ignatius Ajuru 

University of Education, Rumuolumeni, Port Harcourt. 

 

Fig.5: Artist: Enoch, Mother and Child, 2016, 

Paper Mash, 4½ (155cm) Sculpture Studio Fine 
and Applied Art Department, Niger Delta 

University, Wilberforce Island, Bayelsa State. 

Fig.6: Artist: Mera, Mother and Child, 2018, 

Cement, 6ft (180cm) Sculpture Garden, 

Department of Fine and Applied Arts, Niger Delta 

University, Wilberforce Island, Bayelsa State. 
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Ebiere: The African Mother and Child.  

Style: This sculpture is a gigentic African woman breast feeding her child. This imposing 

fibre sculpture is a sitted mother and child of about 12ft in height executed in year 2017, 

and mounted at the Ignatius Ajoru University of Education (IAUE), Port Harcourt, Rivers 

State. It is executed in staunch support for the propagation of the importance of the mother 

and child as regards motherhood and breast feeding in our society (Ganagana, 2017). 

According to Ganagana (2017),  

The African mother fully devotes her time to breast feed her child because 

it is God given gift, therefore must not be tempered with in any direction. 

She feels that the water of life is stored in her breasts, so the child needs 

no form of deprivation. She ensures that the real nutrients and foundation 

of the child’s life are solidly laid right from the onset. Any moment she 

breast feeds her baby, her feelings of satisfaction transcends her moment 

of grief and sorrow. She is filled with joy at having gotten an offspring, 

she can now proudly feed with her own breast milk. The filial relationship 

that transpires between the child and the mother is inexpressible as both 

faces beam with smiles of satisfaction, appreciation, joy and affection. (p.5) 

 

This is a naturalistic rendition of the African woman sitted with her right leg resting on a 

traditional stool to support the breast feeding child on her laps. It is a mesmeric work 

rendered in subtle and gentle formal elements, which is reminiscence of the satisfaction 

she derives giving sucking to her own. The proportion of the different body parts to the 

massive size gives credence to the skills and craftsmanship of the artist. The sculpture piece 

is nevertheless strongly imposing and compelling. However, the formal elements of the 

work seems to place it in the stylistic ambience of realism. Although the sculptor is an 

ardent follower of the renaissance realistic style articulation of forms, the configuration of 

the forms in this work could be regarded as free style. The variable nature of these forms 

appears not to adhere totally to the renaissance style. Thereby expressing partially the 

stylistic character that could be regarded as Afro-modernism a synthesis of Indigenous 

and European aesthetics that was propagated by Ben Enwonwu (1919-1994). 

 

Description: Ebiere: the African mother and child is a sited figure with the child suckling. 

The artwork could be regarded as an artistic rendition of living inquiry that “encapsulate 

expressions of thought, feeling and /or the body as action with intention, meant to evoke a 

response through movements” (Sinner. 2017. p50) within and without the artwork. The 

mother is looking cheerfully at the breast feeding child who is fully immersed in the 

suckling business. There is extraordinary atmosphere of tenderness and care in the 

sculpture. The mother figure which has only a piece of wrapper tied around her waist to 

her knees with the extra draped clothes dangling between her legs. The cloth has twenty-
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two drapery (folds) lines. The first eleven (11) drapery folds form two triangular shapes 

on the laps of the female form with six drapes on the left leg. While on the right lap rest 

five drapes. There by forming a binary tension between the laps. Underneath this binary 

point is a ‘U’ shape form created by two drapes. To the side of this drapes are five ridge-

like drapes that seem to transit from under the triangular volume on the left lap of the 

mother figure. To the right are two draperies with one running downward and the other 

raps around the form of the calf of the woman’s leg. The female figure like a typical African 

woman, she is bare footed with exaggerated feet. This may symbolize the level of her 

economic disposition. From her waist up is exposed as she does not have a dress on her 

body. There by displaying her robust pair of breasts that is peculiar to lactating mother. 

The displayed breast (bust) and the act of breast feeding which is a normal female 

experience is a “juxtaposing of the transcendent and the transient” (Racz, 2017 p64) in the 

actual circle of life as this action is only a passing phase for the child; while the mother’s 

breast feeding experience will be passed on to the next unborn child. Nevertheless, the 

feeling/memory of the encounter lingers forever between the child and the mother. Thus 

creating a natural bound of love, passion and protection However, the breasts are slightly 

over exaggerated to capture the importance of breast feeding in the African society. The 

baby she is breast feeding is also not covered. She seems to be exposing the baby to the 

stack reality of the harsh weather conditions and the socio-political climate he or she has 

been born into. Stanislaw (n.d.) observes that “the mother is the first sample of Humanity 

that the child gets in torch with. The relationship you (the child) have with your mother 

will determine what worlds you’re going into”.  

 

The cheerful mother figure has the traditional plaited hair do on her head which is divided 

into four equal parts with two of the extended hair tip bent downward to gracefully flow 

on both cheeks. The head is slightly bent down to focus her gaze on the breast feeding 

child, thus creating a unique intimate relationship between them. This relationship is also 

reinforced with the right hand supporting the head of the baby while the fingers of the left 

hand are pressed around the right breast closed to the nipple to aid the smooth flow of the 

breast milk into the mouth of the child, while the left breast is pointing downward waiting 

to take its turn. 

 

The contours of the body are gently sculpted with the modeling that gives volume and 

precise weight distribution to the mother and the child. The pose, proportion and formal 

simplification are reminiscence of the protective ambience of a truly African mother. The 

smooth surface finish is achieved through patination done with black car paint that is 

highlighted with gold colour. 
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A Survey of Process:  

In contemporary sculpture practice, the methods of production are embedded in four 

broad domain, they include modeling, carving, casting and assembling. Amongst these, 

assembling is the method that has metamorphosed the most in modernism and post 

modernism era with conceptual art which “can be broadly classified as the expression of 

artistic ideas using non-traditional methods” (https://www.thecollector.com/top-30-art-

movement) taking the lead. This therefore pre-supposes that the other three methods could 

be regarded as the most traditional methods of sculpture practice. Ganagana however 

engaged two of the traditional methods (modeling and casting) in the production of Ebiere; 

The African mother and child. Modeling is a direct method of producing an artwork 

(sculpture) with wet clay material which is very pliable and highly plastic. While casting 

is an indirect method of producing sculpture using a mould “into which liquid or semi-

liquid material is poured and allowed to harden “(Getlein, 2002 p256). The Ebiere figure 

was first modeled with clay which has an inner framework of armature constructed with 

metal rods and pieces of sawn wood. The clay model was detailed and then separated into 

different segments with sim plates made with pieces of zinc to enable easy piece-mould 

taking. The different section were covered with wet mortar to create piece moulds. After 

the mould have dried, they were removed to show the reverse form of the clay model. 

Registered in them before the casting was done although traditional easting in sculpture is 

synonymous with metal, especially bronze or brass, this sculpture is cast in fibre glass 

material. Fibre glass is a hardened polyester resin with plastic fibre mat as a reinforcement 

and binder in between double layers of the polyester resin. Fibre glass is a light weight 

material that can be molded into complex shapes through casting without breaking. Glass 

wool, which is popularly known as fibre glass “was invented some line between 1932 to 

1933 by Games Slayter of Owens- Illinois as a material to be used to thermal building 

insulation (Glass fibre-wikipedia en.m.wikipedia.org > wiki> fibreglass) it became a 

material for sculpture because of its strength, light weight and easy manipulation to 

complex and delicate forms. The set fibre glass was later removed from the different 

moulds to reveal the positive Ebiere model in various parts. These were later joined 

together to create the complete figure of Ebiere: The African mother and child. 

 

Meaning:  

Ebiere: The African Mother and Child – Ebiere is an Ijaw word for beautiful woman 

mothering her tender child. The transmission of this symbolic creative sensitivity 

exemplifies the maternal body as a natural creative entity. This visual narrative of 

Ganagana is therefore a reconstruction of natural endowment of the female homosappien. 

According to Oha (2003, p.8) “the life of art exemplify and stimulate reflection on the 

notions of art as mother and mothering, and that the maternal body is the source of 

creativity”. 

https://www.thecollector.com/top-30-art-movement
https://www.thecollector.com/top-30-art-movement
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Ganagana who himself is a feminist when it comes to artistic rendition often observe that 

the feminine form/body is subtle and flexible; and sweet to render in artistic configurations 

especially sculpture genre. This is corroborated by Layiwola who is a female artist when 

she stated that “as an artist, I am particularly interested in the female form, it is flexible 

and so lends itself easily to creative manipulations” (Layiwola, 2003 in Oha 2003). 

Ganagana usually celebrates motherhood whenever the opportunity lends itself as his love 

for his mother has continued to positively manifest overtime. 

 

Wenikado S. Ganagana (b. 1955) is an artist and academic who began his artistic career in 

1972 as an auxiliary art teacher. This self taught artist who hails from Bulu- Angiama began 

his academic and professional career in 1983 at Rivers State College of Education where he 

studied from 1979 to 1982 as an instructor in sculpture. Ganagana is one of the foremost 

sculptors that have emerged from the Old Rivers State and now Bayelsa State. His love for 

gigantic works may have been inspired from his stature as a tall and heavily built man. He 

beliefs that miniature sculptures seems to demean the creative ingenuity of the artist. 

Nevertheless, the subtle curves and transition of forms in the female form seems to create 

a visually pleasant artistic landscape for him. Therefore, his interest and relationship with 

his mother tends to almost always stir the desire to depict the mother and child forms. He 

opines that “all artists tend to start their artistic careers by delving into studies of the 

mother and child, as it were, giving credence to their own childhood days and a due 

acknowledgement and appreciation of their mothers’ sufferings”. “It is a common sight to 

find children in composition with female form,” Layiwola (2003) confirms. This 

psychological intuition seems to have stirred up Ganagana’s creative impetus for this 

aesthetically creative objectification – Ebiere: The African mother and child. 

 

Conclusion 

The adaption of the African mother and child as a metaphor for fertility, love, humility 

and protection is an African traditional philosophy that creates a strong sense of 

motherhood and the reverence for it. This monumentalized figure conveys a sense of 

powerful energy and emotions that emphasizes oneness (unity) of the mother and child. 

Ganagana employed partially the stylistic character of indigenous idiom and western 

aesthetic to convey the proportion, and the tender rendition of forms. He adopted the 

African proportion which emphasizes meaning and function over form visa-vice His 

western training background. There by rendering the sculpture in a rather peculiar afro-

western stylistic approach that is unique to him.  
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